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in the film, there is a scene at the very beginning of the movie where gwen makes a big choice to get involved in peter and his world. its a choice that will have major repercussions on her future. we shot it in front of a green screen with emma stone in front of a bluescreen. we did a blue-screen compositing of a green screen. it was tricky, as the camera was pretty far away. we had to do a lot of stereo-tracking to help the

actors keep their dialogue and actions in synch. there were a lot of things that had to be tracked and lined up. as you see in the final movie, the actors did a very good job of keeping the two performances in synch. its one of the challenges of shooting with digital in a way that you dont have to worry about it being too clean. electro stands as one of the most complex and elaborate characters in the movie. the team of stunt
performers and animators worked tirelessly to ensure that the character would live up to the spectacle he creates. the final product not only delivers, but achieves a level of ferocity that is unprecedented in the superhero genre. the costume design is of particular note. a sequence in which the character first appears in his metallic avatar is reminiscent of the comic book style of character design as the character builds his
power suit as he destroys the city. at the end of the sequence he is literally a giant spider-like creature, and the design is certainly a departure from the black suit he wears in later scenes. the character was designed to be menacing, but also intimidating. as the team pushed electro closer to the screen the transformation was achieved by adding more and more wires to his suit. to be clear, this wasn't a quick process. the

costume was tweaked many times over the course of production to achieve the desired look and feel. because of this complexity, the final design for the suit was revisited multiple times during the course of production to make sure the overall look was at the level of quality the filmmakers were shooting the movie at.
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with a run-time of 2 hours and 10 minutes, the amazing spider man 2 was filmed almost entirely on location in new york city, canton, mass. and various locations throughout brooklyn, queens and staten island. the film also used a number of stunt doubles for the film's action sequences to protect the
actors involved. despite the introduction of an iron man-style vr headset, the iron spider suit has been modified to give the wearer enhanced vision. this provides a new perspective that drives home the idea that spider-man must contend with enemies who are able to see him and that he must use his own

unique visual acuity to overcome that, explains smith. so, making the bad guys smart, the spaceships work and the spider-man is under pressure, which all worked well. it was cool to get the opportunity to do a vr sequence. the vr sequence was more about giving spider-man an advantage and making
him feel more like a superhero, but also giving him more empathy for the people around him. we had to go from zero to 60 in a way that was worthy of spider-man. this was our chance to prove that the next spider-man is the perfect hero. although the spider-man film is a story of ordinary people facing
extraordinary challenges, the filmmakers found ways to incorporate elements of the characters personal journey, says smith. the spider-man suit and its suit have the ability to project the users emotions. so, the spider-man suit reflects the users emotions, and if you feel happy, the suit becomes happy

and if you feel sad, the suit becomes sad. so, as the user moves through the world, the suit changes and reflects the world around it. the suit is a second skin. its just a way of getting into the characters emotions and creating a new connection with the audience. 5ec8ef588b
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